Create exclusive living spaces.
With WAREMA sun sails

Treat yourself to a holiday
in your garden.

Would you like to create your personal space in the shade outdoors without compromising on a light look
and the highest level of comfort?
Make your summer dreams come true with our elegant sun sails and transform your garden or patio into a
unique oasis of well-being. Whether firmly installed or for flexible set-up and removal: our stylish shading
solutions offer you limitless design variety and maximum comfort. For a considerable improvement in quality
of life.
Enjoy the sunny side of life – with WAREMA.

Airy and light sun shading:
our sun sail S1

Simple, light, functional – these sun sails impress
with their elegant shape and high degree of
flexibility in use. Whether for a barbecue with
friends of a children's birthday party: depending
on the space in your garden, you can easily set up
the sun sail free-standing and simply secure it with
stakes. Look forward to optimum sun shading and
comfortable times outdoors – according to your
wishes.

▶ Protection for the children
Installed over the sandpit
or in play areas, the sun
sails provide your children
with a generous amount
of shade. The children are
reliably protected and the
whole family can enjoy
the summer without any
worries.

Extra large shading:
our sun sails S2/S3

The moveable sun sails combine stylish aesthetics
and the highest degree of comfort. Thanks to the
latest technology and highest quality materials,
the permanently installed sun shades are ideal
for year-round use outdoors – above all for large
areas up to 8 metres in width. The control system
ensures automatic retraction if the wind is too
strong. It couldn't be safer or more convenient.

▶ Practical height adjustment
Thanks to optional height adjustment, you can very
easily lower the fabric of the sun sail type S2 on
one side. This gives you optimum protection even
when the sun is low in the sky.
▶ Flexible fixing
Depending on the local conditions, our moveable
sun sails can also be attached to the building wall.

Anything but ordinary:
our sun sail S4

Do you want it to be individual and extravagant?
These light, premium sun sails also allow you
to shade small and complex areas creatively.
Whether asymmetric fabrics or stubs positioned
on different ground levels: anything is possible.
Discover the range of design options and be
inspired by perfect design and functionality.

▶ Weather station eco plus
With the standardised WAREMA
Radio System (EWFS), you
can easily control your sun
sail remotely. For ever greater
comfort, the solar-powered
weather station eco plus can be
integrated into the system – this
ensures that the fabric retracts
automatically in windy weather.

For more information please contact your WAREMA specialist dealer:

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other
brochures. Simply download or request them at www.warema.de/prospekte.
My lifestyle.
Our home.

Because it is your home.
With renovation solutions from WAREMA

With WAREMA's new building solutions

You can live out,
feel in on your patio.
With WAREMA awnings

Living comfort to perfection.
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